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1. INTRODUCTION 
Over the last several years there has been growing interest in object- 
oriented languages in the programming languages community, and this 
interest has spread to other technical communities such as those in sofware 
engineering and data base. (Note. In this paper we consider object-oriented 
languages to be those which include support for inheritance on subtypes.) 
Simula 67 (Birtwistle et al., 1973) and Smalltalk (Goldberg and Robson, 
1983) in their various incarnations represent the earliest work on object- 
oriented languages. More recently other languages have been developed 
including C-t + (Stroustrup, 1986) and VBase (Andrews and Harris, 1986) 
(both based on C), Flavors (Weinreb and Moon, 1981) and LOOPS 
(Bobrow and Stelik, 1982) (extensions of LISP), OWL (Schaffert et ul., 
1986) (based on Clu), and Eiffel (Meyer, 1988). 
Cardelli (1988) (an earlier version of which appeared in 1984) developed 
one of the earliest formal approaches to inheritance, introducing both the 
syntax and semantics of an extension of the classical typed lambda calculus 
supporting inheritance. Building on some earlier work on type containment 
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by Mitchell (1988), Cardelli and Wegner (1985) (from now on CW, 1985) 
presented an extension of the second-order lambda calculus supporting 
inheritance. This language supported both parametric and subtype 
(inheritance) polymorphism by means of bounded quantification. We will 
use the notation introduced by CW (1985) including their name for the 
language, Bounded Fun. 
The formal definition of subtype, based on the notion of inheritance, is 
based on the intuition that if a function may be applied to an argument of 
type r then it should make sense to apply it (in some natural way) to an 
argument of type 0, for o d r. In particular, suppose that CJ and r are record 
types and that (T contains all of the same fields as r (each with the same 
type as the corresponding field in T), with possibly some extra fields. Then 
CJ 6 T, since any function which can be applied to an argument of type r 
only depends on the fact that the argument has particular fields which 
appear in r. Having extra fields causes no difficulty, so conceptually it 
makes sense to apply this function to elements of type O- as well. The point 
now is to give a precise mathematical meaning to this, in particular in the 
context of higher order languages. 
In Bounded Fun, we use fun (x : G). e to denote a function which takes 
an argument of type G, all t. e to denote a function which takes a type 
parameter, and all t 6 r. e to denote a function which takes a type 
parameter which is restricted to be a subtype of r. The following example 
will give the flavor of the language. 
Let z be a record type with (at least) fields “elts” and “< ,” where “elts” 
has type “Array of t” and ‘2” has type t x t + bool, for some type t. Let 
fun(u : z). e be a term which, when given input u : z, sorts the array in the 
field “elts” and leaves the output unchanged in the other fields. This 
program may work on all “sortable” records; that is, on all records which 
contain (at least) the lields “elts” and “ < .” Formally, let 
sortableerec( t) = (elts : Array of t, < : t x t + Boo]). 
Then fun(u : T). e would work on any u : r provided that r d 
sortableerec(t), for some t. The following polymorphic function will 
perform a sort on any “sortable” record: 
sort = all t. all s d sortableerec( t). fun( u : s). e 
If we wish to apply sort to a record uO of record type 
rr = (elts : Array of Int, < : Int x Int + Bool, . ..). 
we simply write sort [Int] [a](~,). Thus one can imagine writing quite 
powerful and expressive programs in this extension of the typed A-calculus 
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(although, see Section 6), where functions can be applied to elements, to 
types, and even to restricted collections of types (see CW, 1985, for further 
examples). Languages in which these type parameters may be omitted may 
be understood as abbreviations of Bounded Fun. Thus the results in this 
paper can be seen to be quite general. 
Mitchell (1988) was primarily concerned with type inference in a similar 
language, while (CW, 1985) is an exposition of various extensions of 
the lambda calculus, including those supporting polymorphism and 
inheritance. in both Cardelli (1988) and CW (1985) the authors suggest 
that the semantics of these languages may be understood in terms of the 
ideal model developed by MacQueen, Plotkin, and Sethi (1984). in these 
models, types are interpreted as ideals in a cpo (complete partial order) 
which is rich enough to model all of the data types of the model. These 
ideal models were originally developed to model languages like ML. Ideal 
models are models of the untyped lambda calculus with an associated type 
inference scheme to infer possible types for terms. Unfortunately these 
models are not sound for the typed lambda calculus (and extensions) 
because of the failure of weak extensionality (see Bruce et al., 1988 for 
further discussion). Also, they do not give meaning to either polymorphic 
application (applying a term to a type) or second-order terms. 
This paper originated in an attempt to formulate a sound model for 
Bounded Fun. Bruce and Wegner (1987) present an abstract model of 
inheritance based on algebraic models. Our definition of a model for 
Bounded Fun integrates those ideas with the model definition for the 
second-order lambda calculus given in Bruce et al. ( 1990). In particular, 
this new definition models the notion of subtype by the existence of a 
“natural coercer” from the type to a supertype. Thus if an expression, e, of 
type A < B is used in a context where an element of type B is expected, the 
meaning of e in type A can be coerced to an element of type B. Given the 
general definition, the principal aim of this paper is to provide a concrete 
model for Bounded Fun. This model is based on the per (partial equiv- 
alence relation) model for the second-order lambda calculus. (Note. The 
sets involved in these models are sometimes called Modest sets and are the 
objects of the category M below.) These models have a long and complex 
history involving successive inventions (and reinventions) of concepts by 
Troelstra (1972). Girard (1972) and most recently by Moggi (1986), and 
subsequently by Mitchell (1986) Breazu-Tannen and Coquand (1987), and 
others. More recent work investigating the connection of this work to 
category theory and intuitionism includes Hyland (1988), Hyland et al. 
(1990), Hyland and Pitts (1987) Carboni et al. (1987), Pitts (1987) Longo 
(1988) and Longo and Moggi (1988). 
In this new model, types are interpreted as partial equivalence relations 
(relations which are symmetric and transitive, but not necessarily reflexive) 
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over o. The set of elements of a type, A, is the set of equivalence classes 
ofA, Q(,4)={{n}AlnAn}, where {~}~={mlmAn}. 
In object-oriented programming languages subtypes usually arise in two 
principal ways: 
(i) The elements of a subtype form a subset of the supertype. 
(ii) In record types, the subtype has all of the fields of the supertype 
with possibly more fields. 
Note that when these are combined, more complex combinations are 
possible. 
These two aspects of subtypes are captured easily by partial equivalence 
relations (pers). If fewer elements are desired, simply throw away some 
equivalence classes (it is a partial equivalence relation, after all). In case 
(ii), the argument is a bit more subtle. If A d B because it has more fields, 
then A can make finer distictions than B (since element of .4 contain more 
information than elements of B). This can be modelled by making the per 
for A a refinement of B. Thus if m and n are related according to A, they 
must be related according to B. Conversely, if m is distinguishable from n 
in B, then it is still distinguishable in A. Nevertheless, we may have m 
unrelated to IZ via A, but related according to the more limited information 
available to B. 
Amazingly, both of these notions (of throwing away equivalence classes 
and taking refinements of partial equivalence relations) correspond to the 
per of the subtype being a subset of the per of the supertype. That is, we 
will define A <B iff A G B (when each is looked at as a set of ordered pairs). 
Note, however, that since the elements of types A and B are equivalence 
classes, it will typically not be the case that the set of elements of type A 
is a subset of the set of elements of type B. In particular, this will fail when 
A is a proper refinement of B. The “natural coercer” from A to B referred 
to earlier is the natural map which takes the element {n}A of type A to 
{H IB of type B, where {H} ,., is the equivalence class of n in A, 
In the earlier presentations of the per models, polymorphic types were 
presented as intersections of their instantiations. E.g., [rtlt. t -+ t] q = 
n A EType (A -+ A). Following the category theoretic approach mentioned 
above, a more natural interpretation as “indexed products” may be given, 
which turns out to be isomorphic to the intersection interpretation. In 
terms of the previous example, one has 
[Vt.t-*t]q= 
F 
n (A-A) 1 z n (A-A), A t Type M A t type 
for [nA~Ty,,e (A -’ A)IM as defined in Section 5 (see Longo and Moggi, 
1988, for details and category theoretic justifications). Also records are 
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interpreted by “indexed products,” since they may be viewed as dependent 
types (Section 3). By this, the approach we propose unifies the mathemati- 
cal understanding of polymorphic, dependent, and record types. 
The key point with the semantics below is its simplicity and its “set- 
theoretic” flavor. Indeed, we can give a very simple interpretation of 
records and inheritance for a polymorphic language, since we (implicitly) 
work in (a model of) intuitionistic set theory. The model, Hyland’s Effec- 
tive Topos, is hidden in the background of our elementary treatment but 
gives it structural significance and the ultimate motivation (see Pitts, 1987; 
Longo and Moggi, 1988). 
The paper begins with a brief introduction to the typed lambda calculus 
with records and subtypes in Section 2. This language is a slight simplifica- 
tion of that given in Cardelli (1988). In Section 3 we show informally how 
to construct a model of this language from partial equivalence relations. It 
is our hope that this informal introduction will provide the reader with a 
solid intuition on which to base the study of the more complex language, 
Bounded Fun. 
In Section 4 we begin by presenting the syntax and semantics of Minimal 
Bounded Fun. Minimal Bounded Fun is essentially a weakening of the 
usual Bounded Fun by dropping the “subsumption” rule from the type 
inference system. We then introduce an extension of the language obtained 
by adding a constant, convert, and appropriate rules to ensure that this 
constant is interpreted as a well-behaved coercion function. Technical 
results about terms with the same “erasures” in this language allow us to 
use models of this richer language to interpret Bounded Fun. In Section 5 
we introduce w-sets and show how to construct a model for Bounded Fun 
by using the o-sets to interpret kinds, and modest sets (pers) to model the 
types of the language. In Section 6 we discuss problems with Bounded Fun 
that have appeared as a result of examining this model and possible 
directions for future work to improve the language. Section 7 provides a 
summary of the paper and places it within the context of other recent work. 
2. THE TYPED LAMBDA CALCULUS WITH RECORDS AND SUBTYPES 
In this section we present an informal overview of the typed lambda 
calculus with records and subtypes. We presume that the reader is familiar 
with the syntax and semantics of the classical typed lambda calculus. As a 
brief reminder, we note that we will write fun (X : a). e for the function with 
body e and formal parameter x of type O. (ee’) will denote function applica- 
tion as usual. We write e : z to indicate that e has type 5. The material in 
this section is adapted from CW (1985). 
We begin by introducing record types. 
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2.1. DEFINITION. Let L be a set of labels or identifiers. 
(i) (I, : A,, . . . . I,, : A,) is a record type if A,, . . . . A, are types and 
I,, . . . . Z, are in L; 
(ii) (I, = a,, . . . . I,, = CI,,) : (I, : A,, . . . . I,, : A,,) if a, : A,, .,., and a,, : A,,. 
For example: 
car-type = (make : string, model : string, year : int) 
is a record type and 
my-car = (make = Fiat, model = Panda, year = 1986) 
is a record of type car-type. 
Thus a record type is a finite set of associations of identifiers (corre- 
sponding to the fields of the record) with types. Its elements are functions 
from the set of (component) identifiers to types such that each identifier is 
sent to an element of the corresponding type. More formally, 
f E U(I, : A 1, ‘..> 1, : A,)n r? iffforall ldi<n, f([Zi]q)E[Ai]g. 
For example, the interpretation [my-car] 9 of the record my-car above is 
the function, J such that 
f( [make] q) = [Fiat] 7 E [String] q, 
f( [model] 9) = [Panda] r E [String] q, 
f( Uyearl! ‘I) = Ul9861j v E b-4 VI. 
As mentioned in the Introduction, subtypes are used in object-oriented 
programming languages such as Smalltalk, C+ +, Owl, etc., as a way of 
allowing subtypes to inherit operations from their supertypes (see Bruce 
and Wegner, 1987, for a more complete discussion of inheritance in terms 
of behavioral compatibility). 
In this context, we will characterize A d B by the existence of a “natural” 
coercion function which takes elements of A to elements of B. Thus if 
coerce,,, is such a coercion function and f: B + C, then f can be applied 
to an element a of A by computingf(coerce,,,(a)). In the modest model 
in this paper, coerce,,, will be a very natural (although not necessarily 
injective) function (see Section 3 and Remark 5.2.2). Depending on the 
language design, one can make these coercion functions part of the 
language (requiring them to appear explicitly in computations) or let a 
type-checker infer them where necessary. Whichever way is chosen, one 
may use the system given below to infer type inclusions. 
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2.2. DEFINITION. An inequality of the form 0 6 r, where cr, T are type 
expressions, is said to be a type constraint. If, moreover, r is a type variable 
then we say t 6 T is a simple type constraint which declares t. If t < r is 
included in a set C of simple type constraints then we say t is declared 
in C. A type constraint system is defined as follows: 
(i) The empty set is a type constraint system. 
(ii) If C is a type constraint system and r 6 T is a simple type con- 
straint such that t is not declared in C and such that every free variable in 
z is declared in C, then C u ( t d z ) is a type constraint system.’ 
Define type constraint derivations of the form C +- o < r, for C a type 
constraint system and rr, T type expressions, from the following set of 
axioms and rules: 
Type Constraint Axioms. 
Type Constraint Rules. 
Forall 1 <j<m, C+O,<T, 
c + (I, : 0,) . ..) z,,, : Q,, . . . . I,, : o,,) 6 (I, : 7,) . ..) z, : z,,) 
for m<n. 
The type assignment axioms for this language are only slightly more 
complex than for the simple typed lambda calculus. In this section we will 
work in a language where the coercion from a subtype to a type is handled 
implicitly. In the higher order case discussed later, we will handle this 
explicitly. A syntactic type assignment, A, is a finite set of the form 
A={x,:t ’ , , .“, AX,, 5, (
with no variable xi appearing more than once in A. Define type assignment 
derivations of the form C, A + r : G, for C a type constraint system, A a 
syntactic type assignment, e a term of the typed lambda calculus, and G a 
type, from the following set of axioms and rules: 
’ Note that we must assume our language has at least one type constant, since otherwise 
the empty set will be the only type constraint system. 
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Type Assignment Axioms. 
C,Au{x:z}+x:~ 
C, A +c7 : T (where c’ is a typed constant of type r). 
Type Assignment Rules. 
C,Au{x:a}+-e:z 
C, A + fun(x : a). e : (T -+ r 
C,A+-ee:+T,C,A+e’:o 
C, A I-- (ee’) : z 
C’,A+e,:rifori=l,...,n 
C, A + (II = e,, . . . . I,, = e,) : (II : z,, . . . . I,, : r,:; 
(ret) 
C, A t e : (II : TV, . . . . I,, : z,,) 
C, A + e. Ii : z, 
for i = 1, . . . . n. 
The legal terms of the language with respect to a collection of simple 
type constraints C and syntactic type assignment A are those terms e of the 
language for which there is a type expression t such that C, A F- e : T. We 
will only provide a semantics for the legal terms (with respect to some 
C, A). 
The rules above will form the first order core of the language Minimal 
Bounded Fun (see Section 4.3). That language will be extended into two 
relevant languages, for the purposes of our discussion. They will differ in 
the formal description of a crucial phenomenon: how to consider a term 
with a given type as a member of a larger type (this is related to the 
notions of subtype and inheritance in object-oriented languages). Indeed, 
Bounded Fun formalizes this aspect by extending Minimal Bounded -Fun 
by the following subsumption rule: 
(sub) 
C, At-e:a, C+-a<z 
C,Ar-ee: 
The natural coercion functions discussed above allow one to create 
models in which the rule (sub) above is sound in a weak sense, i.e., by coer- 
cing the meaning of e from an element of the type o to an element of type 
t (see Sections 3 and 5). These will be the models of Coerced Bounded Fun, 
the other extension*of Minimal Bounded Fun, where (sub) is replaced by 
a formal description of this weak sense, via coercions. It will be important 
to note that this “natural” coercer need not be exactly the identity function. 
We will see this in the PER model discussed below, where this coercer is 
643/87/l/2-14 
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derived naturally from the identity function, but is not itself the identity (or 
even injective). However, by this understanding of (sub), it will be also 
possible to give meaning to (sub) in the stronger (or literal) sense, as 
described at the end of Section 4. 
We note here that Reynolds (1980) seems to be the earliest author to 
consider the use of non-injective maps to model coercions in computer 
science. He used these coercions to examine the use of implicit conversions 
and generic (overloaded) operators from a category-theoretic point of 
view. He argues that these implicit conversions should behave as 
homomorphisms with respect to generic operators. Bruce and Wegner 
(1987) introduce a similar use of coercions to model subtype and 
inheritance in providing an algebraic model of subtypes and inheritance. 
This latter paper provided the starting point for the approach in this paper. 
3. PER MODELS 
In this section we present the fundamental ideas behind a semantics 
of the language described in Section 2. The point of this section is to 
introduce the use of pers as a model of the type structure of a language, 
with special emphasis on how pers can be used to model subtypes. Since 
this section is primarily intended to provide and intuitive introduction to 
the ideas used in more complex settings later in the paper, no attempt is 
made to carefully specify the formal semantics of terms here. This is done 
in great detail in Sections 4 and 5. 
Let (0, .) be Kleene’s applicative structure, i.e., n .p is the nth partial 
recursive function applied to p. Recall that A is a per on o iff A is a 
symmetric and transitive binary relation on w. If A is a per, let 
dam(A) = {n 1 An}. Notice that A is a (total) equivalence relation on 
dam(A). For nedom(d), let (H}~ be the equivalence class of n with 
respect to A. Let Q(A) = {{n}, 1 n~dom(A)}, the quotient set of w with 
respect to A. 
3.1. DEFINITION. The category PER (of partial equivalence relations on 
w) has as 
objects: A E PER iff A is a symmetric and transitive relation on CD. 
morphisms: fe PER[A, B] iff f: Q(A) + Q(B) and 
3nvP(P&-f(bl.)= {n.P)B). 
Morphisms in PER are “computable” in the sense that they are fully 
described by partial recursive functions which are total on the domain of 
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the source relation. A is a discrete per if for all n E dam(A), {n}.,, is the 
singleton set {n}. 
The types of our model will be partial equivalence relations. If A is a 
type (per) then the set of elements of type A is given by Q(A). That is, the 
elements of a type A are equivalence classes with respect to A. 
In order to interpret types correctly we must indicate how to interpret 
arrow and record types. 
Function spaces. Let A, B, be pers. Define A -+ B to be the per such that: 
Vm, n, m(A -+ B)noVp, q(pAq=m .pBn.q). 
If n E dom(A -+ B), {n > (a j B) E Q( A + B) “represents” a function f from 
Q(A) to Q(B) such that for all {P}~EQ(A),~({~}~)= {r~.p}~. That is, n 
represents a function on o which preserves equivalence classes of A. 
Record spaces. Let D = (d,/ je J} be a set of natural numbers indexed by 
elements of a set J. By a slight abuse of notation, we will also use D to 
denote the discrete per with domain D. Let C,, forje J, be objects of PER. 
Define then 
As for function spaces, if n E dom( [nD C,]), (n}, “represents” a function 
ffrom D to ujeJ Q(C,) such that for all djE D,f(dj) = {n .d,},. Note that 
since D, as a per, is discrete, the above definition can be taken as a simple 
generalization of the definition for function spaces (more on this in 
Section 5.2). 
3.2. Remark. Dom[nDCj] = C),EJ {nI(n.d,)C,(n.d,)} = {nlVj~ J 
(n.d,) C,(n.d,)}= {nlVjEJ (n.dj)~dom(Cj)}. 
The arrow types are interpreted over PER by function spaces, as usual. 
For record types, let D = {d, 1 jE J} be the interpretation of the labels in 
L’ = (Zjl jE J}. Then, given a record type A = (I1 : A,, . . . . Z, : Ak), such that 
the interpretation of each Aj in PER is C,, define the interpretation of A 
to be [nD C,] (see Section 5 to understand this as a dependent or indexed 
product). 
The subtype relation is interpreted as follows. 
3.3. DEFINITION. Given objects B and C in PER, define B < C by B c C 
as sets of ordered pairs. I.e., for all m, n, if mBn then mCn. 
Equivalently, B d C iff for all n E dam(B), {n},, G { n}c. In other words, 
the partial partition of o given by B is “finer” than the partial partition 
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given by C. It is interesting to note that even though subtype is defined in 
terms of subset of pers represented as ordered pairs, the set of elements of 
the subtype B is not a subset of the set of elements of the supertype C. In 
particular, if {n}, E Q(B), then the “natural” coercer from B to C 
mentioned in Section 2 takes {n}, to {n } c, where, as noted above, 
{n}Bz {H}~.. Clearly, {H}~ is unique; thus, one may define coerce,,. : 
B+Cby 
Notice that coerce,, is actually a morphism in PER, as it is computed by 
any index (program) for the identity function. This fact makes it “natural” 
as a non-injective “embedding.” 
In the Introduction we provided some intuition as to why this definition 
of subtype is very natural. We need now to prove that the inference rules 
in Section 2 are sound with respect to this interpretation. The following 
theorem takes care of the non-trivial type constraint rules, in particular for 
function spaces and records (the last of which would fail if records were 
interpreted as ordinary products). 
3.4. THEOREM. (i) C’< C and E< E’ imply C-t E< C’ -+ E’. 
(ii) IfO’= {d, liel} SD= {d,ljeJ}, such that Vi E I, C, < C\, then 
[rJ Cj]+J c:]. 
Proof: (i) Vm, n, m(C+ E)noVp, q (pCq * (m p) E(n q) =- Vp, q 
(pC’q * (m . p) E’(n q) o m(C’ + E’)n. 
(ii) m[~DC,]noVj~E(m~dj)Cj(n~dj)~Vi~Z(m~di)C~(n~di) 
0 rn[nns C:]n. 
The result also follows from Theorem 5.2.3 in Section 5. 
One may also give a formal definition of the meaning of terms and show 
that the type assignment axioms and rules are sound. As for the rules, note 
that (sub) is not quite sound as it is. One has to use coercions, i.e., 
b:B~Cimplies,forb={n}~,coerce,,({n}.)={n}~whichisanelement 
of type C. 
As for the other rules, they are interpreted as in the usual quotient-set 
semantics of typed l-calculus. Details will be given in Sections 4 and 6. 
Briefly, e e’ : t is described as the application of two equivalence classes, 
in) B-rC and {m},, say, by setting 
InI B+c’ (ml,= {n.m>,. 
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Fun (x : a). e : 0 -+ t is interpreted as a morphism between the two types, 
or, more precisely, as the equivalence class of indices of its computations. 
Now that we have completed an informal survey of the per-based seman- 
tics of this first-order typed language, in the next section we begin a more 
formal and complete examination of the syntax and semantics of the more 
complex language Bounded Fun. 
4. SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF BOUNDED FUN 
In this section we develop the formal syntax and semantics of the 
language Bounded Fun described in CW (1985). Bounded Fun is an exten- 
sion of the second-order lambda calculus (itself invented independently by 
Girard, 1972, and Reynolds, 1974), which supports subtypes and 
inheritance. Readers are referred to CW (1985) for examples of the 
expressibility of that language. The language defined here is modified 
slightly from the presentation in CW (1985). The definition of the models 
of this language is based on that for the second-order lambda calculus 
given in Bruce et al. (1990). The presentation, thus, has an elementary set- 
theoretic flavor, which avoids the difficulties (and depth) of the categorical 
approaches at the price of some technicalities. We believe that this may be 
more appealing to most computer scientists. For informative categorical 
approaches, based on relevant categorical structures, one should consult 
the work of Seely (1986) and Moggi (see Asperti and Longo, 1989). 
In Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we develop the syntax and semantics of the 
language without the rule (sub) introduced in Section 2. We will call this 
language Minimal Bounded Fun. In Section 4.3 we introduce an extension 
of the language with a constant convert and axioms and rules which govern 
its behavior. We call this language Coerced Bounded Fun. Finally, we 
introduce the semantics of the usual Bounded Fun (i.e., Minimal Bounded 
Fun with the added rule (sub)) by relating it to that of Coerced Bounded 
Fun. 
4.1. The Syntax of Minimal Bounded Fun 
We begin with a description of the language. As noted above, the only 
difference between the language introduced in this section and usual 
Bounded Fun is the omission of the type inference rule (sub). In 
Section 4.3, we return to the original system. 
-We note that the definitions of kind expressions and constructor expres- 
sions are mutually recursive, since type expressions (a subset of the 
constructor expressions) appear in kind expressions. We use the notation 
e[a/u] to denote the expression formed by replacing all free occurrences of 
IJ in e by a (where the names of bound variables of e are changed where 
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necessary to avoid capturing free variables of a). The formal definition is 
left as an exercise to the reader. 
Kind expressions. In the following the reader should think of T as 
representing the collection of all types, and for each type z, T,z as the set 
of all types less than or equal to z. Let L be a countable collection of labels, 
{I,, I,, . . . }, and for each s G w, let L, = { 1,I j E s}. Other kind expressions 
will denote other classes of higher order objects such as functions from one 
kind to another and functions from types to kinds. 
The set of all kind expressions, K, is defined as follows: 
K::= TIT,z IL,1 Kl*K2 n K, 
1:T 
where T and T, are special symbols, r is a type expression (the definition 
of type expressions is given below), t is a constructor variable of kind T 
(i.e., a type variable-see below), and s G o. 
Constructor expressions. Constructor expressions are used to build 
objects of various kinds. The most commonly used constructor expressions 
are those which are used to construct new types from other types or 
functions on types. Examples are given after the definition. 
Let VcSt be a collection of constructor constant symbols, with associated 
kinds, and Vc,, be an infinite collection of constructor variable symbols, 
with associated kinds. Read p : K as p is a constructor expression of kind 
K. The constructor expressions (with their associated kinds) are defined as 
follows: 
(i) CK : K for CUE+&,, UK : K for VKE %&. 
(ii) If /l : K 3 K’, V : K then (/iv) : K’. 
(iii) If p : n,:, K, p : T then (pip) : K[P/~]. 
(iv) If p : K’ then 1~“. ,u : K *K’, if vx does not occur free in K’. 
(v) Ifp:: then nt.p:n,:.~, if tE”&, 2: T. 
(vi) IfjEszw then I,: L,,. 
We will say that T : T is a type expression. We will assume that there are 
an infinite number of constant constructor symbols in our language. These 
must include: 
0) + : Ts- (Ta T) (written in infix style). 
(ii) V:(T=-T)aT, andV/, :n,:.((T,taT)=aT). 
(Note that we will usually write Vt. 6, rather than V(hT. a), and Vt d t. 0, 
rather than (V G t)(At’< *. g).) 
(iii) For each finite s c o, a constructor, R,v : (L, * T) =- T. 
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If L, = {J, ) . ..) J,> and F : L, * T, where for each Ji, F(J,) = zi, then R,F 
will usually be written (J, : z,, . . . . J, : t,), as in Section 2. 
Although we have not specified it here, we presume that there is a 
mechanism in the language to specify all functions in L, * T for each finite 
s G w. For example, if L, = {J1, . . . . J,} there might be a constructor 
constant t;, : T- T= . . + T (where T occurs n + 1 times) such that 
F,z, ... z, denotes the function which takes each Jk to zk. 
If C is a collection of simple type constraints, then we can derive other 
type constraints using the axioms and rules in Section 2 plus the following 
rules: 
Type Constraint Rules. 
ck--oO’~o, cu @<CT’} k-- T d 7’ for t not free in C 
c t-- vt 6 CJ. 5 < vt < CJ’. 5’ 
C k- z < T’ for t not free in C 
Ct-Vt.z<Vt.T . 
Note that these are relatively straightforward generalizations of the rules 
for function spaces given in Section 2. 
Terms. We begin our description of the terms of the language by first 
defining pre-terms. These are expressions which may not be typeable, and 
hence not all of these will be meaningful in our models. Let ^y;,,, be an 
infinite collection of variables and %&,, be a set of constants, each of the 
constants having a fixed closed type. 
4.1.1. DEFINITION. The set PreTerm of pre-terms is defined by: 
e ::=clxlfun(x: a). el (ee’)Iall tT. elall tTsr. ele[o] ( 
(5, = e,, . . . . J, = e,) I e.Z, 
where c E Kerm, x E +‘L,, , (T, z are type expressions, and J,, . . . . J,, I are 
identifiers from L. 
For simplicity we will abbreviate terms of the form all tT. e by dropping 
the superscript on the type variable: all t. e, and we abbreviate terms of the 
form all tTs T. e by dropping the superscript and writing the type constraint 
more explicitly: all (t < 5). e. 
In order to determine whether pre-terms are type-correct, we must first 
assign types to the free variables occurring in terms. Let A be a syntactic 
type assignment. The type assignment axioms and rules for Minimal 
Bounded Fun are as in Section 2 plus the following: 
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Type Assignment Rules. 
Cu{t<o),A+e:rfortnotfreeinAorC 
C,A+all(tdcr).e:Vt<a.r 
C, A I- e : z for t not free in A or C 
C, A + all t. e : Vt. r 
C, A E- e : Vt d cf. z, C E- c d g’ 
C, A t- e[o] : z[o/t] 
C, A t e : Vt. z 
C, A +- e[a] : r[o/t]’ 
We write C, A hrn e : (T for type inference in Minimal Bounded Fun. We 
say that a pre-term e is a term of Minimal Bounded Fun with respect to 
C, A if there is a type expression (T such that C, A c-,,, e : rr. We indicate the 
existence of such a 0 by writing e E MBFc,. . 
The conversion axioms and rules which correspond to the operational 
semantics of the language are variants of the usual (a) and (/I) axioms with 
associated rules for the typed lambda calculus. Readers who are familiar 
with the second-order lambda calculus, will have no trouble writing down 
the appropriate variants here. (Note that there is one version of each of (N) 
and (/I) for each of the three variable binding operations). It is also easy 
to formulate appropriate versions of the (q) axiom for this language (this 
axiom guarantees that each of the kinds of functions is extensional). The 
model given Section 5 will also satisfy all of the (v) axioms. 
4.2. The Semantics of Minimal Bounded Fun 
Our definition of models for Minimal Bounded Fun is based on that of 
the environment models for the second-order lambda calculus given in 
Bruce et al. (1990). The main conceptual addition necessary for Minimal 
Bounded Fun is a partial ordering on types which satisfies the types constraint 
rules. Elements of record types are interpreted as functions from the field 
labels to elements of the corresponding types (as in Section 2), while 
(bounded) polymorphic functions are interpreted as functions from 
(bounded sets of) types to elements of the corresponding types. 
Since the material in the next two sections is rather technical, the reader 
is strongly urged simply to skim these sections of the paper on a first 
reading. Section 5 should be mainly understandable with only a cursory 
knowledge of this section on the definition of formal models. 
The semantic structures for our higher order objects, the constructor 
expressions, are based on the definition of models for the simple typed 
lambda calculus in which the kind expressions replace type expressions and 
the constructor expressions replace typed terms. 
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A kind frame Kind for a set C,,, of constructor constants is a tuple 
Kind= Kinds, { Kindk j k E Kinds}, { @k.k, 1 k, k’ E Kinds}, 
{ Qflfe Type + Kinds}, IKLnd, 3, n, <I , 
T > 
where ( { Kindk 1 k E Kinds}, { @k,kz )k, k’ E E Kinds}, IKind) is essentially a 
model of the typed lambda calculus, with 
(1) Kinds, a set closed under *, and nT f for fc Type -+ Kinds, 
(2) Each Kindk represents the set of all constructors with kind k, 
(3) Each @,+, : Kindk’k’ + (Kindk + Kindk’) is an injection which 
allows each element of Kindk - k’ to be interpreted as a function, 
(4) For fc Type -+ Kinds, @., : Kindn7/-+ (n,..,,,.(a)) is an 
injection which allows each element of KindrtT’ to be interpreted as a 
function. 
(5) ~K,nd is a function giving the denotation of constructor and kind 
constants. Let T abbreviate ZKind( T) and Type abbreviate Kind? Let 
T, : Type + Kinds be defined so that for b E Type, k = T, b implies that 
Kindk = {a E Type 1 a 6 b} (such a k must exist for each b by (7) below). 
For a E Type, let Type Srr abbreviate Kind ‘< a. Let L, = Z,,,I( L,,). 
(6) d is a partial ordering on Type which satisfies: 
(i) If a’ < a and b < 6’ then a + b < a’ + b’. 
(ii) If F: KindLSaT, G: KindLr”T, where rcs, and for alljer, 
@,r, rUW G @P,,, r(G)(j)> then R,F< R,G. 
(iii) If FE Kinds”sh” ‘, GE KindtTc “I* ‘such that b’ < b and for 
all a < b’, 
@ r~~..(F)(~)~~r~~~,.(G)(~)~ then V.(b)(F)dt’.(b’)(G). 
(iv) If FE Kind7’ ‘, GE KindT’ T such that for all a E Type, 
@r,,(F)(a) G @r,r(G)(ah then VF < t/G. 
(7) For each b l Type there is a kE Kinds such that Kindk = 
{uEType[udb}. 
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Interpretations of constructor expressions are as for the simply typed 
lambda calculus. Let ye be an environment which assigns constructor 
variables to elements of corresponding kinds in Uk E kinds Kindk. q[u/o] is 
defined as that environment which is identical to v] except that it takes the 
value a on u. We define the meaning of kind expressions as 
q = n (1.a~ T.Kind[“3”r”“1), 
T 
and the meaning of constructor expressions as 
where f(a) = [iKn q[u/t] for a E Type, /L:fl K, 
I: r 
HUE. pn tj = ~~,~.-~(f), where f(a) = 1~11 tlC~l~“l 
for all a E Kind’, ,U : K’, k = [IKj r/, k’ = [K’] Y/, 
w. pn v= w 81, where g(u) = [pj q[u/t] for all a E Type, p : K, 
and for a E Type, f(u) = [Kj q[u/r]. 
Notice that IKInd must give meanings to +, V, V <, and R, for each s c w. 
For notational simplicity we use the same symbol for these syntactic 
objects and their meanings. We say that an environment q is well-kinded 
with respect to Kind if for each constructor variable, uK, q(u”) E Kind’“” ‘I. 
A kind model for WC:,,, is a kind frame for V$‘,,* in which every constructor 
expression has a meaning with respect to all well-kinded environments. 
Environment models for Minimal Bounded Fun will be defined using 
kind structures to interpret kinds and constructors, with added domains to 
interpret the terms. 
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4.2.2. DEFINITION. A frame F for Minimal Bounded Fun with constants 
from +& and y,,, is a tuple 
F= (Kind, Dam, {@o,b), {QF), {QF,bj > 
which satisfies conditions (i) through (vi) below: 
(i) Kind=(Kinds, {KindkIkEKinds}, {@ik,k, E Kinds}, {QrIf~ 
Type -+ Kinds}, IKind, *, nT, 6 ) is a kind model for VccTi, 
(ii) Dom = ({Dom”lu E Type}, ZDom), where IDom : y,,, -+ 
u OE Tv,,e Domu such that for each c7 E 9$,,,, , Znom( c’) E Dom rrl )I, 
(iii) For each a, b E Type, there is a set [Dom” + Dam’] of functions 
from Dom” to Domb with @u,b : Dom”‘b + [Dom” + Dam’] a bijection. 
(iv) For each F~Kind~‘~ and F= @T,T(F)r there is a subset 
DomF(“)] s n Dom”U) with GF : DornvF+ [n,, rr‘pe 
D!zGzfi a bijection. HeriE?z@,, T.T(V). 
(v) For each b~Type and FEKind’T”b’T’ and F=QTG&F), 
there is a subset [nOETYPesh Dam”“‘] G n,, TYPesb DomF@) with @F,6 : 
DOmy& + cn,, T.vpr”h DomF’“‘] a bijection. Here V Gb = GTa r, r(V $ h). 
(vi) For each F~Kind~~‘~ and F=@,>,,(F), there is a subset 
[nicL,DomF(i)] E ni, L, Dam”“’ with QF : DomRsF+ [nis L, DomF’i)] a 
bijection. Here R, = DL,+ r, r( R,). 
Condition (iii) states that Doma+b must “represent” some set 
[Dom” -+ Domb] of functions from Domu to Domb. Similarly, conditions 
(iv), (v), and (vi) specify that the other complex domains must represent 
some appropriate collections of functions. Note in particular that by our 
abbreviations, (vi) implies that (J1 : T], . . . . J, : 7,) represents a collection of 
functions, g, such that for 1 6 i 6 n, g(Z,,,(J;)) E Dam”‘] 0. ( We offer a note 
of reassurance to the reader who has made it this far. The rest of the section 
is rather straightforward.) 
Frames have exactly the right structure to define the meaning of terms 
of Minimal Bounded Fun. Let A be a syntactic type assignment. Let ye be 
an environment mapping “y,,, to elements of the appropriate kinds, and 
Y term to elements of IJ,, TYpe Dom”. We say that 9 satisfies C, A, written 
q k C, A, if q(x) E [[A(x)] q for each variable x E dam(A), and v(t) < [rJ v 
for each t s r in C. 
4.2.3. DEFINITION. Let F be a second-order functional domain for 
Minimal Bounded Fun, let A be a syntactic type assignment, and C a 
collection of simple type constraints. If q k C, A then the meanings of terms 
of Minimal Bounded Fun can be defined inductively on the derivation of 
typings as follows: 
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[C, A +-m (ee’) : t] rj = (@jr,,h[C, A hrn e : 0 -+ T] tj)[C, A km e’ : ~71 q, 
where [on u] = a and [rj q = h, 
[C, A km fun(x : a). e : G 3 rj q = @u,h-l g, 
where g(d) = [C, A u (x : cr} I--,, e : r] q[d/x] for all dE Dam”, 
[ol] q = a, and [tj q = h, 
UC, A tin, e. J, : T,B q = @AUC, A em e : (J, : T,, . . . . J,, : T,,)] u)( [JJ q), 
where FE Kind LS - 7 such that for 1 d id n, Q~.,, r(~)( [&a q) = [r,~ ‘1, 
UC, A +, (J1 = e,, . . . . J, = e,,) : (J, : TV, . . . . J,, : T,,)] tj = ~3~. g 
where FE Kind LX a T such that for 1 d id n, @,,,,.(P)( [JJ q) = aTjj q 
and g( UJi4 VI= UC, A brn e, : ~~1 II, 
UC, A c--, e[gl : wt]n ‘I = (@p,,[C, A t, P : vt d 0’. z] q)( [a] v/), 
where F= [l.t7‘” O’. ~1’1 and h = [[a’] ye, 
[c, A +-,, e[g]: z[o/f]j 9 = (@,[c, A c--,, e : ‘it. Tj fj)( [O] rl), 
where F = [At. r] q, 
jrC,At,all(tf(~).e:V’t~~.~~tl=~,,-,R, 
whereg(a)= [Cu {t<o}, A krne: zjq[u/r] 
for all a E Type ” and F = l3.t Q g. t] ‘1, where h = [an 11 
[C, A F--~~ all t. e : Vt. ~1 q = di, I g, 
where g(a) = UC, A t--,,t e : tjj q[u/t] for all cI E T4pe and 
F= [h. T] ‘1. 
As the reader no doubt suspects, the semantics given in Definition 4.2.3 
is independent of the particular derivation of the typing. This explains why 
we did not annotate terms with derivations. The following lemma, which 
corresponds to Lemmas 2 and 8 of Bruce et al. (1990), shows that the 
above definition is well defined. If ~1, v are constructor expressions, we 
write k--,,, p= v, if the equality is provable in a proof system in which ver- 
sions of the usual (a), (/I), and (4) axioms and corresponding congruence 
rules are given for the constructor expressions. 
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4.2.4. LEMMA. Suppose A,, A, are derivations of typings C, A I--~ e : (T 
and C, B t-m e : T, respectively, and q is an environment such that: 
(1) for every x free in e, bcon A(x) = B(x), and 
(2) u I= C, A and v k C, B. 
Then 
(3) bcon o = T, and 
(4) [C, A t, e : a] ye = [YC, A brn e : T] q (where the first term is 
evaluated with respect to the typing derivation A,, and the second with 
respect to AZ). 
When we begin with r~ = T, we get the desired result. The proof is 
virtually identical to those given for Lemmas 2 and 8 in Bruce et al. (1988). 
The reader is referred to that paper for more details. 
4.2.5. DEFINITION. A frame F for Minimal Bounded Fun is a model of 
Minimal Bounded Fun if, for all q + C, A and all e such that 
C, A km e : O, [C, A km e : o] q is defined. 
It is easy to verify that every model, F, of Bounded Fun satisfies the type 
constraint and type assignment rules. In particular, if q + C, A and 
C, A t-,,, e : T, then [C, A brn e : T] r E DomkTz ‘I. The proofs are only minor 
variants of the similar rules for the second-order lambda calculus in Bruce 
et al. (1988). Similarly, it is easy to verify the conversion rules (e.g., the 
variants of (a) and (p)). 
4.3. The Semantics of the Original Bounded Fun 
In this section we will provide the semantics of the original Cardelli and 
Wegner system with the type inference rule (sub). We will see that this 
introduces much greater complexity to the semantics. This complexity 
arises since there may be several quite distinct type derivations for the same 
expression. In particular there may be several distinct typing derivations 
which result in the assignment of the same type expression to a term. 
Lemma 4.2.4 becomes much more difficult to prove in the presence of rule 
(sub). 
We choose to approach this probelm indirectly by first introducing the 
polymorphic constant convert, which is used to coerce elements from 
subtypes to supertypes. After introducing appropriate axioms and rules to 
govern the behavior of this constant, we show that any typing derivation 
of a term in the Cardelli and Wegner system corresponds to a typing 
derivation of a coerced term in our system (which does not include the type 
inference rule (sub)). Moreover, the “erasure” of this coerced term yields 
the original term. Finally we show that the meaning of all coerced terms 
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with the same “erasure” cohere in a way to be made precise later, allowing 
us to define the meaning of terms in the original system. 
Since in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 we have omitted rule (sub) which states that 
the set of types of a term is closed under supertypes, it is useful to add the 
new polymorphic constant: 
convert : Vt. t/s < t. s -+ t. 
The function of convert is to transform a value of type s to type t for s < t. 
This constant will allow us to define more flexible record selectors as 
follows. If I is an identifier then we can define 
select-1 : Vt. Vs 6 (I : t). 3 -+ t 
select-1 = all t. all (s d (I : t)). fun (x : s). convert [Z : t] [s] x. 
Thus one can select components of elements which are subtypes of record 
types. 
Note that if C, A +- e : 0, and C + Q 6 r, then C, A t convert [t] [CT] e : z. 
However, we note here that it does not necessarily follow that for an 
environment q, 
In particular, it does not follow that if C + o < t, then [al v G [IrJJ q. Thus 
convert will typically have a real semantic effect. 
We will now extend Minimal Bounded Fun to include the constant 
convert as well as axioms and rules to ensure that it behaves properly. 
4.3.1. DEFINITION. Define Coerced Bounded Fun to be the extension of 
Minimal Bounded Fun obtained by adding the constant, convert, with type 
Vt. V/s 6 t. s + t, to the language and adding the following axioms and rules: 
(El) convert [~][a] = fun (x : 0). x 
03) 
c+-cr<T,c+TBp 
C, A k-- (convert [p][z]). (convert [z][o])=convert [p][0] 
(E3) 
C~o’~a,z~z’,C,A~e:a~z 
C, Atconvert [a’+z’][~--tz]e 
= fun (x : a’). convert [t’][z](e(convert [~][a’] x)) > 
(E4) 
Ct-~a’~a,Cu{tdcr’}~zdt’,C,A~e:Vt~a.z 
C, A I- convert [Vt < 0’. 7’1 [Vt < O. z] e 
=a11 (t<a’). convert [?][z](e[t]) > 
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(E5) 
C+a’<a,C,A+eeVt.t 
C, Akconvert [Vt.z’][Vt.z]e=all t.convert[z’][z](e[a 
W) 
C + p 6 o -+ 7, d < o, C, A + e : p, e’ : o’ 
( 
C, A + (convert [u -+ T][p]e)(convert [a][a’]e’) 
= (convert [a’ + z] [p] e)e’ > 
( 
c + p < (Vt < p. n), p < (Vt < p’. n’), 
(E7) 
o 6 fl, c < /I’, n[a/t] < n’[a/t], C, A +--e : p > 
C, A t (convert [Vt </I’. d] [p]e)[a] 
= convert [7c’[a/t]][x[o/t]]((convert [Vt < fl. n][p]e)[a]) 
WI 
C F p < Vt. n, p < Vt. d, n[a/t] < d[g/t], C, A t-e : p 
C, A t (convert [Vt. n’][p]e)[c] 
=convert [x’[a/t]][z[u/t]]((convert [Vt. 7r][p]f>)[a]) 
(E9) 
Ctp,<o,, C, A+--e,:p,, for 1 <i<n 
C,A+--(convert[(J,:a ,,..., J,:a,)][(J,:p ,,..., J,:p,)](J,=e ,,..., Jn=e,) 
= (J1 =convert[a,][p,]e,, . . . . J,=convert[a,][pn]en) > 
(El01 
C+p<o, C,At-e:((I:p) 
C, A t (convert[a][p] e. I)= (convert[(Z: F)] [(I: p)]e). I 
(Eli) 
C+-pP(J,:c, ,..., J,,:c,), C, A+--e:p 
C, A+(convert[(J,:a ,,..., J,:a,)][p]e). J,=(convert[(Jk:a,)][p]e). Jk 
The above axioms and rules were chosen to ensure that convert behaves 
essentially as a homomorphism (i.e., making certain diagrams commute). 
We do not know if these are minimal axioms for this system and would 
hope that (E7) and (E8) in particular could be simplified. These axioms 
and rules will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.3.7. 
As Coerced Bounded Fun extends Minimal Bounded Fun by the con- 
stant convert specified by the above axioms and rules, a model for Coerced 
Bounded Fun is a model for Minimal Bounded Fun which has an inter- 
pretation for convert which satisfies its properties. The meanings of terms 
is as given for Minimal Bounded Fun. Note that since we have only added 
conversion rules rather than type inference rules, Lemma 4.2.4 still holds. 
We write C, A kc e = e’, and C, A t-r e : g for proofs of equality and type 
inference in this language. Note if e is a term which contains no occurrence 
of convert, then C, A I-~ e : o iff C, A +,,, e : 0. 
We next extend Minimal Bounded Fun in another direction: Bounded 
Fun is obtained from Minimal Bounded Fun by adding the subsumption 
rule (sub) of Section 2. 
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4.3.2. DEFINITION. Let Bounded Fun be the system whose language, 
type inference, and proof system is the same as Minimal Bounded Fun, but 
whose type inference rules also includes the subsumption rule: 
(sub) 
C+-o<~,C,A+ee: 
C,A+e:r 
We write C, A t-bf e = e’, and C, A kbl e : rr for proofs of equality and 
type inference in this language to distinguish it from the minimal and 
coerced systems. We write e E BF,,, if there is a o such that C, A kbfe : 6. 
An added difficulty in interpreting this system is that terms typically 
have meanings of several types. Moreover, there may be several proofs that 
a term has a particular type. For example, if C +-- (T < r, C, A t-e : T -+ p, 
and C, A + e’ : 0 then one can show that C, A I--- ee’ : p by first inferring 
CI--T +pbo-+p, and then C, A k-e : cr+p by the subsumption rule, 
and finally using the rule for typing function application. Alternatively, one 
could infer C, A + e’ : T by subsumption and then using the rule for typing 
function applications. Since the meaning of terms is defined by induction 
on the proof of typing, it is not at all clear that the meaning obtained 
through these different proofs are the same. 
The original version of this paper, Bruce and Longo (1988), did not 
explicitly address this question. In Breazu-Tannen et al. (1989), this is 
taken care of by translating terms of Bounded Fun into terms of the 
second-order lambda calculus and then showing that all possible transla- 
tions were provably equal. We subsequently decided to approach the 
problem in a somewhat different fashion, replacing conditions on models 
that appeared in the previous version of this paper by the explicit axioms 
on convert given in Definition 4.3.1 above. (We note that because of the 
uniformity of the coercion functions used in the model in Section 5, it is 
obvious that all possible meanings of a term in the same type are equal.) 
In what follows, we show that this approach guarantees that the interpreta- 
tion of a term in a particular type is independent of the proof that it has 
that type. 
We will interpret terms of Bounded Fun as being abbreviations of 
certain terms of Coerced Bounded Fun. We say a term of Coerced 
Bounded Fun is translatable if all occurrences of the constant convert 
appear in subterms of the form convert [a] [z]e, where 0 and T are type 
expressions and e is a translatable term of Coerced Bounded Fun. (This is 
equivalent to treating convert as a new term-building operator which takes 
three arguments, two types and the third a term. We choose this alternative 
approach so that we can use the model definition given in Section 4.2 
without having to redo all the work in that section.) 
4.3.3. DEFINITION. Let e be a translatable term of Coerced Bounded 
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Fun. Define eabbrev to be the term of Bounded Fun defined inductively as 
follows: 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
04 
(VI 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
If e is a variable or constant, let cab& = e. 
(ee’) ’ abbrev = eabbrev? if e is of the form convert [a][~], 
= (e abbreveibbrev h otherwise. 
(fun (,x : a). e)&,breV = fun (x : a). e&brev. 
(e[al hbbrev = eabbrev[cl. 
(all (t < 0). e)abbrev = all (t < 0). eabbrer . 
(all t. e)abbrev = all t. eabbrev. 
(J1 = el, . . . . Jn = en)abbrev = tJ1 = el abbrev? . . . . Jn = en abbrev). 
te. &bbrev = eabbrev. J. 
Thus eabbrev is obtained from a translatable term e by replacing all 
subterms of the form convert [a][z]e’. We say that a term e of Coerced 
Bounded Fun is a fattening of a term e’ of Bounded Fun if it is translatable 
and eabbrev = e’. 
We now show the close connection between derivations of terms in the 
Coerced and usual Bounded Fun. 
4.3.4. LEMMA. Let e he a translatable expression of Coerced Bounded 
Fun. Then, if C, A +c e : 0, one has C, A +bT eabbrev : r~. 
Proof: By induction on the complexity of the proof that C, A t-c e : (T. 
Recall that the type inference rules of Bounded Fun contain all of those 
from Coerced Bounded Fun. Most of the proof is completely routine. The 
only interesting part is for the application rule. Suppose C, A +-c e : o -+ 5 
and C, A +c e’ : CJ, yielding the result that C, A t--, (ee’) : T. Then by induc- 
tion, C, A +br eabbrev : 0 -+ z and C, A tbl ekbbrev : 0. 
(a) If e is of the form convert [~][a], then (ee’)&,brcv =eibbrev and 
C t- G < T. Thus by (sub), C, A kbl elbbrev : T, and C, A t-bf (ee’)abbrev : z. 
(b) Otherwise (ee’)abbrev = (eabbrev eibbrev). Hence the result follows 
from the application rule. 1 
Interestingly, one can go the other direction as well. 
4.35 LEMMA. Let e be a formula of Bounded Fun. If C, A t-bTe : D then 
there is a translatable term e’ of Coerced Bounded Fun such that e’ is a 
fattening of e and C, A bc e’ : rs. 
Proof e’ is defined by induction on the length of the proof of 
C, A b bf e : 0. All steps but the one corresponding to the rule (sub) are 
trivial. Thus we present only the step for (sub) here. Suppose that 
C, A t-bre : (T and hence by induction there is a translatable e” such that 
643!87;1:2-, 5 
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e” is a fattening of e and C, A += eN : 0. Suppose now that C + 0 < t, and 
hence by (sub), C, A t---bfe : 5. Then let e’= convert [z][a]e”. Clearly e’ is 
translatable, eibbre,, = eibbrev = e, and C, A cc P’ : z, as desired. i 
Our goal is to provide a meaning for a term e of Bounded Fun by first 
constructing a translatable term e’ of Coerced Bounded Fun as in 
Lemma 4.3.5, and then giving e the same meaning as e’. In order to show 
that this is well defined, we must show that all such terms of Coerced 
Bounded Fun have the same meaning. In fact, we will prove something 
stronger than this. In particular, if a term e of Bounded Fun can be given 
types g and T where 0 d T, then the meaning in type 0 can be coerced 
(using convert) into the meaning in type T. In order to prove the key 
theorem we use the following lemma due to Curien and Ghelli. 
4.3.6. LEMMA (Curien and Ghelli, 1990). For all C, A, and eE BFc,, 
there is a (provably) minimum type T such that C, A bbT e : T. I.e., !f 
C, Ahbfe:~‘, then C+T<T’. 
The following theorem shows that all fattenings of a term eE BF,.,. 
“cohere” nicely. 
43.7. THEOREM. For all C, A, and e E BF,,, , (f T is a minimum type for 
e with respect to C, A, then there is a fattening e’ of e such that 
(I) C,At----,e’:T, and 
(2) For all fattenings e” of e, if C, A hc e” : T', then 
C, At--,convert [z’][z]e’=e”. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the structure of terms. In view of 
Lemma 4.3.5 we only need to prove (2), with respect to the term e’ in (1). 
(i) e = x. Let e’ =x and let T be the minimum type for x as in 
Lemma 4.3.6. If e” is a fattening of x, then e’ = convert [z’][z]x for some 
T', and we are done. (Here and later, we implicitly use the transitivity of 
convert, i.e., rule (E2).) 
(ii) e = c, for c a constant. Similar to above. 
(iii) e = (fk). Let T be the minimum type for e, p be the minimum 
type for f, and x the minimum type for k, as in Lemma 4.3.6. By 
Lemma 4.3.5, the derivation that e has type T leads to a term e’ of Coerced 
Bounded Fun, which is a fattening of e such that C, A bc e’ : T. By the 
definition of the fattening of a term, C, A t-c e’=convert [r][t’](f”k”), 
where f” and k” are fattenings off and k, respectively. Since T is minimal, 
T' = z and C, A t--, e’ = (f”k”)(by (El) and P-reduction). Therefore 
C,AF,f”:d+T and C,A+-,,k ’ : x’ for some 7r’ such that C + x< 7~’ 
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(the inequality follows by the minimality of rr). By induction, 
C,At-,f”=convert[~-~‘-+~][p]f’ and C,A+,k”=convert [n’][n]k’ 
for some f’ and k’ fattenings off and k, respectively. Therefore, 
C,A I--,e’=(convert [d-+s][p].f’)(convert [d][n]k’) 
= (convert [n---f r][p]f’)k’ by (E6 I, (8) 
Suppose e” is a fattening of e such that C, A kc e” : 5”. Again by the 
definition of fattening, C, A I--, e” = convert [T”] [T’](f”k”), where f” and 
k” are fattenings of f and k, respectively. Let C, A +=f” : rr” + r’ and 
C, A hc k” : rc’! for some 71” such that C I- rt < 701 (again the inequality 
follows by the minimality of n). Note that C I- T d T' by Lemmas 4.3.4 and 
4.3.6. By induction, C, A kc f” = convert [rr”--+?I [p] f’ and C’, A bc k” = 
convert [ rc”] [z] k’. Thus 
C, A hc (f”k”) = (convert [rc” + t’] [p] f’)(convert [rc”] [n] k’) 
= (convert [x + 2’1 [p] f’)k’ by 03513 
= (convert [n + z’] [TC -+ z](convert [n + T][p]f’))k’ 
by W), 
Therefore, 
=convert [s’][t]((convert [T + ~][p]f’)k’) 
by (E3) and (El), 
= convert [t’] [r] e’. by ($1. 
C, A kc e” = convert [z”] [r’](f”k”) 
=convert [r”][t’](convert [z’][z]e’) by above, 
=convert [z”][r]e’. by W). 
(iv) e =fun (x : a). f: Let r be the minimum type for e, and let 
e’ be the term of Coerced Bounded Fun which is a fattening of e and 
such that C, A kc e’ : t. As in the previous case, C, A kc e’ = 
convert [z] [z’](fun (x : cr). f’), where f’ is a fattening off: As before r = T’, 
so t = G -P 71 for some rc, and C, A I-~ e’= fun (x : a). f'. Note that rt is 
minimal for f with respect to C, A u (x : G} (otherwise 7 would not be the 
minimum type fore). 
Suppose e” is a fattening of e such that C, A bc e” : T”. Again by the 
definition of fattening, C, A E-~ e” = convert [z”] [r’](fun (x : a). f”), where 
f” is a fattening of J By induction, C, A kc f” =convert [x”][x] f' for 
some n”. Thus, 
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C, A kc e” = convert CT”] [z’](fun (x : a). f”) 
=convert [T”][z’](fun (x : cr).(convert [7?][7c]f’)) 
=convert [z”][t’](convert [a+7c”][~+x](fun (x: a).f’)) 
by (E3) 
=convert [z”][a -+ n](fun (x : o).f’) by WI 
since z’ must equal G -+ 7~” for this to be typed, 
=convert [?‘][a + 7c]e’ by definition of e’. 
(v) e=f[o]. Let z be the minimum type for e and p be the mini- 
mum type for ,f, as in Lemma 4.3.6. As before we get a term e’ of Coerced 
Bounded Fun, which is a fattening of e and such that C, A t-c e’ : z. By the 
definition of fattening, C, A t, e’ = convert [z] [r’](f”[a]), where f” is a 
fattening off: Since z is minimal, z’= z and C, A bc e’=f”[a] (by (El) 
and a-reduction). Here we get two cases, either (a) C, A I-~ f' : V't </I n, 
or (b) C, A hc f U : V’t. 7t for some /I, 7~. We investigate these in turn. 
(a) Suppose C, A tc,f’ : V’t </I. rc for some /I, z. Therefore 
t = 7c[o/t]. By induction, C, A +-c f” = convert [V’t < B. n] [p] f ', where f' 
is a fattening 0f.f: Therefore, 
C, A +,e’=(convert [Vt<fl.n][p]f')[a]. ($1) 
Also C + CJ < fl, since the term is typeable. 
Suppose e” is a fattening of e such that C, A kc e” : T”. Again by the 
definition of fattening, C, A bc e” = convert CT”] [z'](f "Co]), where f" 
is fattening of f: Let C, A +-= f" : Vt d /I’. x’. Thus C t c d /I and 
C t z[a/t] < 7t’[~/t] (again the inequality follows by the minimality of z). 
Note that C+ T < z’ by Lemmas 4.3.4 and 4.3.6. By induction, 
C, A bc f” = convert [Vt d /I’. x’] [p] f ‘. Thus, 
C, AF-,f”[a]=(convert[V~</J’. d][p]f')[@] 
= convert [~c’[cJ/~]][z[o/~]]( convert[Vt<j?. n][p]f')[a]) 
by (E7) 
=convert[n’[a/t]][7t[o/t]]e’. by ($1). 
The rest of this case is carried through exactly like case (iii). 
(b) is similar to (a), using (E8) rather than (E7). 
(vi)-(vii) on terms of the form all (t < a). e and all t. e are similar to 
(iv) using (E4) and (E5) rather than (E3). 
(viii) e =f. I. Let 5 be the minimum type for e, CJ be minimum type 
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for f, as in Lemma 4.3.6. As before we get a term e’ of Coerced Bounded 
Fun, which is a fattening of e and such that C, A kc e’ : z. As with previous 
cases, C, A hc e’ =f”. Z, wheref” is a fattening off: Therefore C, A bc f” : 
(.Z1 : pI, . . . . J, : p,), where I= J, and 7: = pk for some k. By induction, 
C, A I--,f”=convert [(JI : pl, . . . . J, : p,)] [o] f’ for some f’ a fattening of 
f: But note that by (Ell) C, A t-, (convert [(J, : p,, . . . . J, : p,)][a]f’). I= 
(convert [(I: ~)][a]f’). Z. Therefore for simplicity, we take e’ = 
(convert [(I: z)][a]f’). I. 
Suppose e” is a fattening of e such that C, A bc e’ : t”. As with previous 
cases, C, A t--, e” = convert [t”] [~‘](f”. I), where f” is a fattening of f: 
Suppose C, A kc,f” : (J’,’ : p;, . . . . Jz : p$), where again I= Jl and t’ = p;i 
for some k. By the minimality of z, t d t’. By induction, C, A hc,f” = 
convert [(J; : p’,‘, . . . . J;: p;)][a]f’. Thus, 
C, A +‘, f”. Z 
= (convert [(J; : pl, . . . . Ji : pi)] [CT] f’). Z 
= (convert [(I: ~‘)][a] f’). Z by (El 11, 
= (convert [(I: 5’)][(Z: z)](convert [(Z: z)][o]f’)). Z by @2), 
=convert [T’][z]((convert [(I: ~)][a] f’). I) by (ElO), 
= convert [T’] [r ] e’. 
The proof is completed as in the previous cases. 
(ix) e = (J1 = e,, . . . . J = e,). This case is straightforward (using 
(E9)) and is omitted here. 1 
4.3.8. COROLLARY. Let e E BF, A. 
(1) If el and e2 are fattenings of e and T is a type such that 
C, A+,e, . T, andC,At,e,:t, thenC,A+--,e,=e,. 
(2) Zf e, and e, are fattenings of e such that C, A t, e, : g, and 
C, A t-c e2 : 5, where C I-- r~ < z, then C, A t, convert [s] [g] e, = e2. 
Proof: (1) Let ? be a minimal type for e with respect to C, A and let 
e’ be a fattening of e guaranteed in Theorem 4.3.7. Therefore C, A I--= e, = 
convert [z] [z’] e’ and C, A t, e2 = convert [z] [r’] e’. Therefore, C, A t-, 
e, = e2. 
(2) Similar. 1 
We can now define the meaning of terms in Bounded Fun. Recall that 
a model F of Coerced Bounded Fun is a model of Minimal Bounded Fun 
which has an interpretation for the constant convert which satisfies the 
axioms and rules in 4.3.1. 
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4.3.9. DEFINITION. Let F be a model of Coerced Bounded Fun. We 
define the interpretation of terms of Bounded Fun in F as follows. Let 
A be a syntactic type assignment and C a collection of simple type 
constraints. If r] + C, A then if eE BF,.,, and C, A hbf e : 5, define 
[rC,A~,,e:tl]~=IIC,A~-,e’: T]! II, where e’ is a fattening of e such that 
C, A I---~ e’ : 5. 
We must of course ensure that this definition makes sense, but this 
follows easily from the previous results in this section. By Lemma 4.3.5, for 
each e as in the definition there is an appropriate translatable e’ in Coerced 
Bounded Fun. By Corollary 4.3.8, part 1, and the soundness of F (as a 
model of Coerced Bounded Fun), it does not matter which such e’ we 
choose. This establishes the soundness of the subsumption rule and that the 
semantics of terms in (the original) Bounded Fun is well defined. 
Note also that by Corollary 4.3.8, part 2, if C, A +--c 4, : 0, and 
C, A I--, e, : z, where C t- 0 d T, then [C, A +,r e : a] q can be obtained by 
coercing [C, A +-bf r : a] q from 101 q to [T] q using the interpretation of 
convert. 
In the next section we will construct an explicit model of Bounded Fun 
from partial equivalence relations. We will see that while the interpretation 
of convert will be a non-trivial polymorphic function, it will be defined in 
a very simple way which will enable us to verify (El ) through (E8) rather 
trivially. 
5. THE MODEST MODEL OF BOUNDED FUN 
5.1. Modest and o-Sets 
In this section we show how to construct a model of Bounded Fun from 
a generalization of the category PER. This will be done by using some ideas 
of Eugenio Moggi, leading to the “small completeness” or closure under 
suitable products of the category PER. The approach in this subsection is 
more completely developed in Longo and Moggi (1988) (see also Rosolini, 
1986; Hyland, 1988; Hyland et al. (1990); Hyland and Pitts, 1987; Carboni 
et al. 1987; Ehrhard, 1988; etc., for related category-theoretic work and 
Asperti and Longo, 1989, for the categorical background). 
The point is that we need. a frame (or “global” category) where also T, 
the collection of all types, is an object, so that we can interpret “universal 
quantification” over T. Recall, for this purpose, that these structures 
originated in (higher types or) generalized computatility. An early and 
elegant approach was proposed by Malcev, in the early fifties, with the 
category EN of numbered sets, whose objects are pairs (A, e,), where A is 
a countable set and e A : w + A is an “enumeration” or total onto map. 
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Morphisms are functions f: A -+ B such that, for some recursive 
f’, fo eA = e, of’. Clearly any numbered set induces exactly one equivalence 
relation, e.r., on w (a total one!) by nAm iff e.,,(n) =e,(m), while lots of 
numbered sets induce the same e.r. (see the Out map below). The idea is 
to define a category which includes both PER and EN as full subcategories. 
For this, one may just take the category M in 5.1.1 of countable (modest) 
sets A, with a partial enumeration JA : w -+ A. As partial maps are just 
single-valued relations in w x A, we write &a for ,ra(n) = u. 
5.1.1. DEFINITION. The category M (of modest sets) has as 
objects. (A, fA) EM iff A is a set andf, : o -+ A is a partial onto map; 
morphisms. ~‘EM[A, B] ifff: +Band 3n, VUEA, Vpf,,a, (n .p)fsf(u). 
M is not yet our “global” category. To define it, just drop the condition 
that thef, relations are single-valued (we then call them ‘GA” relations or 
realizability relations, and we may omit the indices). That is, define: 
5.1.2. DEFINITION. The category o-Set has as 
objects. (A, +-,)EwSet iff A is a set, tA CO x A and VUEA, 
3P +-A u; 
morphisms. f~ w-Set [(V, hA), (B, bB)] iff f: A -+ B and 3n, Vu EA, 
Vp t-A a, n .p t-B f(u) (notation. n hA _ B f). 
It is obvious that M is a full subcategory of o-Set. Moreover, PER may 
be fully and faithfully embedded in M (and o-Set). For every per, A, define 
the w-set In(A) = (Q(A), Ed), where Q(A) is the set of equivalence classes 
of A and E, is the usual membership relation restricted to ox Q(A). 
Clearly, In(A) is a modest set, since A is a per and, hence, the elements of 
Q(A) are disjoint (nonempty) subsets of w, i.e., E, is single valued. There- 
fore, In defines an embedding from PER into M. Conversely, for every 
modest set, (X, +-), we define a per Out(X), by 
nOut(X) mo 3u~X such that n t-u and m I-U, 
In conclusion, (In, Out) is an equivalence between the categories PER and 
M, which extends to an isomorphism between pers and w-sets of the form 
(Q(A), 6,). Thus, even if M is not a small category, it is “essentially small” 
as it is equivalent to a small one. It is convenient to define it, as in 
categories one usually works “up to isomorphisms.” 
We are now going to use a strong closure property of the category M 
(and, by isomorphisms, of PER). As already mentioned, one crucial point 
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in the interpretation of Bounded Fun as a higher order language is the 
meaning of the universal quantifier. We are going to interpret it as an 
“indexed product” in the category w-Set. Recall that nut A g(a) is the set 
of functions, f, such that for all a E A, f(a) ~g(a). 
5.1.3. DEFINITION. Let (A, bA) E w-Set and g: A + o-&t. Define the 
w-set (CIlutA s(41, ‘-n,g) by 
(1) f~ [FLEA s(a)1 iff fin,,. da) and 3~ VUEA, VP+,~ u, 
n .P +-g(a) f(a), 
(2) n+n,nfiff tlu~A,Vp+-~a, n.~+--~(~)f‘(u). 
Observe that if g: A + w-Set is a constant function, g(u) = (B, kB) 
for all a~ A, say, then (nUGA g(u)], I--~,~) = (BA, bA +B), the object 
representing o-Set [A, B] in <u-Set, where n kA _ B ,f iff Vu E A, Vp t-A a, 
n .p tgf(u). Indeed, M and u-Set are CCCs. 
One can directly obtain a product in PER, when the range of g is 
restricted to M. (Note that this restriction is needed in order to obtain a 
well-defined per.) 
5.1.4. DEFINITION. Let (A, +,.,) E w-Set and g: A -+ M. Let 
CrI,,A ‘d~)lPER E PER be defined by 
n n g(u) [ 1 m iff VuEA, Vp, qkA a, n .p(Out(g(u)))m .q. USA PER 
The products defined in 5.1.3 and 5.1.4 are isomorphic for g : A + M. 
5.1.5. THEOREM. Ler (A, kA) E o-Set and g: A --f M. Then 
([l--kz.A ida)], +--n,g ) is in M and is isomorphic to In( [nuea g(a)]pER). 
Proof Let tn,n be defined as in 5.1.3. We first prove that +-n.n is a 
single-valued relation. Assume that n t-n,nf and n +n,g h. We show that 
VUG A, f(a) = h(u) and, thus, that f= h. By definition VUE A, Vp +-A a, 
n .P +g(U) f(u) and n -P cgCU) h(u), and thus f(u)= h(u) since, for all 
a, +-g(a) is single valued (and any a in A is realized by some natural 
number). The isomorphism is given by J(f) = (n 1 n ~--~,~f}; thus the 
range of J is a collection of disjoint sets in w (equivalence classes). J and 
its inverse are realized by the (indices for the) identity function. fi 
In conclusion, a product of pers indexed by an arbitrary o-set A, in the 
sense of 5.1.3, when g : A + M, is an object of PER, to within isomorphism. 
As should be clear by now, types are interpreted by the objects of PER, 
or, roughly, T is interpreted by PER. We take a further step though, and 
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interpret T as an object of w-Set, by turning the entire category PER into 
an w-set. Indeed (the collection of objects of) PER is a set. Consider then 
M, = (PER, epER) E o-Set, where tpER = o x PER, 
i.e., Vn, VA E PER, n hPER A. Thus we look at PER as a full subcategory 
of w-Set, via In, and as an object too. Clearly, M, is an u-set, but it is not 
modest (PER could not be turned into a modest set, for cardinality 
reasons). Indeed, we never required T to be a type. 
Thus, by 5.1.5, PER is equivalent to the subcategory M of u-Set closed 
by products indexed by any object in o-Set, including, of course, the object 
M, representing PER itself. This strong closure property of PER will give 
the mathematical meaning over Kleene’s (0, .) of the impredicative defini- 
tion of second order types. (To be precise, though, more non-trivial work 
needs to be done. Namely, one has to prove that M, is the object compo- 
nent of an internal category of o-Set and the product is the right adjoint 
of the diagonal functor, which makes all of this categorically sound, see 
Longo and Moggi, 1988 and Asperti and Longo, 1989). 
5.2. Subtypes and Inheritance 
We are now in the position to investigate subtypes in PER. As before, 
w-Set is used as an (essential) tool. 
52.1. DEFINITION. Let (A, t-A)r (B, tg) E o-Set. Define 
(A, +A) d (B, +B) iff VaEA, 3beB, Vn(n+, a*nb,b). 
Let 1: A + B be a choice function such that if l(a) = b then Vn 
(n t--A a => n kB b). (Note that as there is not necessarily a unique such b 
for every a, z has to choose one.) 
5.2.2. Remark. This can be seen to be a straightforward generalization 
of the definition of subtype given in Section 2 as follows. By the (In, Out) 
correspondence between PER and M given after Definition 5.1.2, one has, 
for (A, +a), (4 hR) E M 
Out(A) d Out(B) in PER iff (A, hA) d (B, F--~) in o-Set. 
Conversely, for A, BE PER, A d B iff Vn, m (nAm * nBm) iff In(A) < In(B), 
or, viewing A and B as sets of ordered pairs, In(A) d In(B) iff A E B (cf. 
Definition 3.3). Thus the definition of < is preserved in the correspondence 
between PER and w-Set via M. Moreover, take A, BE PER such that 
A < B, then the translation to u-sets results in I: Q(A) + Q(B) such that 
l( {n}A) = {it}B. In this case, it is easy to see that 1 is uniquely defined. Note 
that I, the coercion morphism, is computed by all the indices of the identity 
function. 
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In the sequel, for technical convenience, we prefer to work in PER, 
rather than M, when unambiguous. For example, instead of a map 
g: A + M we directly consider the map G = Out og: A -+ PER, if helpful, or, 
also, we identify, PER with In(PER). By this we avoid too many In’s and 
outs. 
5.2.3. THEOREM. Let (A, bA), (A’, kA,) E o-Set and let G: A -+ PER, 
G’:A’+PER. Assume that A’<A via E:A’-+A and that VU’EA’, 
G(l(a’)) < G’(a’). Then 
i,.E G4pER d k Gt4& 
Proc$ Assume that n[nuEA G(a)lPER m or, equivalently, that 
Va 6 A, VP, q h4 a, (n .P) G(a)(m ‘4). (*I 
We need to prove that V’a’e A’, Vp, q kA. a’, (n .p) G’(a’)(m.q). Observe 
that, by the definition of A’< A via I, one has 
Va’E A’, p +-A. a’*p b/j z(a’). 
Thus, by (I), (*), and the hypothesis on G and G’, 
a’~A’andp,q+,,a’ 
(8) 
* (n .P) G(da’)Nm ‘4). 
- (n .P) G’(a’Nm .q). I 
The simplicity of 5.2.3 is due to the merits of the “set-theoretic flavor” of 
the model. However, it is an important “structural” result of the present 
paper, as it shows that very general products preserve subtypes. For exam- 
ple, the usual inclusion of records, formalized in Bounded Fun, is realized 
in this model by 5.2.3, by taking A and A’ in PER (as in Theorem 3.4(ii)). 
Similarly for general first- and second-order bounded quantifications, 
which all turn out to be handled similarly, i.e., by the same notion of 
product (indexed by different objects). In the next subsection, we use this 
property to construct a model for Bounded Fun. 
5.3. Construction of the Model 
Using the properties developed in the previous two sections, it is 
relatively straightforward (though a bit lengthy) to show how to construct 
a model of Extended Bounded Fun. Kinds are interpreted as elements of 
w-Set (in particular, T by M, = (PER, I---~~~)). The interpretation of 
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convert will be a function coerce, such that for A < B, one has coerce B 
A(b)/,) = in>, f or nAn, as already pointed out. The effect of coerce B 
A is simply to forget some structural information (captured in the partial 
equivalence relation A), which is no longer relevant in the supertype B. 
Indeed, the per A is “finer” than B (in the case of record types, this gives 
meaning to “A has more fields than B”). 
We proceed by identifying the parts of the model according to the defini- 
tions given in Section 4.2. For the sake of simplicity, we keep considering 
PER both as a category (indeed, a full subcategory of o-Set) and as a set 
(indeed, the set component in the w-set, M, = (PER, epER)). 
1. Let Type = PER and T = MO= (PER, I-~~~), where +-PER = 
o x Type. 
2. Define d on Type by A < B iff A c B (when looked at as a set of 
ordered pairs), as in Section 3. 
3. ForBaper,letTypeGB={AETypeIA<B}andT’B=(TypeGB, 
I-~~B), where for all A <B and for all n, n ++B A. 
4. For s z w, let D, = (s, F~), where for n E s, {m 1 m b-J n} = In>. D, 
is an w-set corresponding to the discrete per on s. 
5. Define Kinds to be the least subset of w-set containing 
{T} u {TCBI B a per} u {DgIsr~} and closed under products over T 
(i.e., if f: Type + Kinds, then ( [naETf(a)], bn,,) E Kinds) and function 
spaces (i.e., if K, K’ E Kinds then so is (w-Set[K, K’], bK _ Kz)). 
6. a. Let I,,,(T)=T and ZK,nd(L.s)=Da. 
b. If K = (K, +) is a kind, then let KindK = K (e.g., KindT = 
Type. 
c. Let the interpretation of j be +, where (K aK’) = 
(w-Set[K, K’], kK _ K,). 
d. Similarly, for f: Type -+ Kinds, the interpretation of nT,f is 
rI.f= (CrI...f(Q)l~ ‘-17.,). 
e. 
on Kind”“. 
QK, k’ is the identity on KindK -K’. Similarly, Q,, is the identity 
f. Let the interpretation of T, be G, where for all pers B, 
G(B) = Type< B. 
g. For each s Y& CO, let Z,ifi,(R,s) = n,, where if FE KindDs * Typ, 
rI3 (F)= [IIac~, F(a)lpER. 
h. IKind( +) is defined on Type as in Section 3, 
i. Z,,,,(V) = n, where if F E o-Set[T, T], n(F) = 
D-I zt~ypeF(f)I~~~. 
j. IKlnd(VG)=nG, where if BEType, FEcu-Set[TCB,T], 
ns (B)(F)= lIn,.~ypc~~F(f)lpER. 
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7. We can then show that Kind = (Kinds, {Kind“/ k E Kinds}, 
{ @k,k, 1 k, k’ E Kinds}, { Qr /f~ Type + Kinds}, IKlnd, =-, n,, 6 ) is a kind 
structure. 
8. To define a frame, make the following definitions: 
a. For BE Type, let DomE = Q(B), 
b. @/A{4 A+B)=f~Q(A)-+Q(BL wheW’(jp)A={n~p)BT 
c. For F= o-Set[T, T] and n (F) = [n,..,,, F(t)]..., let 
@A{4 nw-,)=gGI,..,,, Q(F(t))> such that for all BE Type, g(B) = 
in .OIFcB,. 
d. For F~o-set[T’~, Tl and n, (B)(F) = CFI,.T,,,~~~(~)lpER, 
let @dbJ r19cBj,FJ =gE FI,.T,,,~~ QV’l-ct)), such that, for Cd B, 
g(C)= {n.OIF,,,. 
(Note. The choice of “n ‘0” in points c and d above is justified by 5.3.1 
below.) 
Note that by Theorem 5.2.3, the inequality on types satisfies all of the 
properties required for a kind structure in Definition 4.2.1. It can be shown 
that this frame is indeed a model of Minimal Bounded Fun by showing 
that all terms have an interpretation in the model. This proof is based on 
the fact that the partial recursive functions are represented in (w, .), by the 
indices. Indeed, nothing else is required for the entire model construction. 
Thus, all above (and below) can be proved starting with any (possibly 
partial) combinatory algebra or model of Curry’s combinators k and s. 
(Besides their computational power, k (and S) explicitly appear in 53.1 
(and in Longo and Moggi, 1988)). In a sense, (w, . ) is the “least” 
applicative structure one may start with, since any (p)CA contains 
(a representation of) the natural numbers. 
This structure is also a model of Extended Bounded Fun where the inter- 
pretation of convert is given by an equivalence class (with respect to type 
[Vt. V/s< t. s -+ 11~ for any legal environment, q) which contains the 
number p with the property that for all m, n, p ‘rn n gives the index of an 
identity function on the natural numbers. (In terms of Curry’s combinator, 
k, take p = k . (k i), where i is an index of the identity function.) The 
equivalence class of any such p will do. (The reader may wish to test his/her 
understanding of the above model and Definition 4.2.3 by verifying that any 
such p gives an element with the right properties.) By the above definition, 
if A < B then [convert t sa q[B/r, A/s] = { i}A j B for i an index of the 
identity function. Thus the interpretation of convert t s does not change the 
representative of the partial equivalence class to which it is applied, only 
the partial equivalence relation with respect to which its equivalence class 
is formed. As a result it is completely trivial to verify that the axioms and 
rules, (El) through (E8), of Explicit Bounded Fun are sound in this model. 
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Thus by Definition 4.3.9 and the remarks that follow it, the structure 
defined above is a model of Bounded Fun. Note that the function coerce,+,B 
introduced in Section 2 is simply [convert t s] q[B/t, A/s]. 
We note here that, using the machinery developed above on general 
products, it would be rather simple to extend the model to dependent 
products. That is, we could interpret types of the form VX : 0. r, where CJ 
and T are type expressions. These would be interpreted as pers of the form 
III ut./t GC~)IPER> for A the interpretation of cr, and G the interpretation of 
1~ : 0. T, following 5.1.4. Of course, the syntax should include type 
constraint and type assignment rules to take care of these new constructs. 
This requires some work only because, when types may contain terms, the 
equational theory of types must be thoroughly described, as in Martin- 
Lofs approaches (see Coquand and Huet, 1985; Hyland and Pitts, 1987, 
Longo and Moggi, 1988 for the blending of first- and second-order in 
impredicative approaches). 
We may finally relate the construction above to the interpretation of 
types suggested by Girard (1972) and Troelstra (1973) for system F and II 
order arithmetic. Following their work, we have interpreted types as partial 
equivalence relations, i.e., as objects of PER. Moreover, we interpreted T 
by MO = (PER, +-PER ) in o-Set, in order to have a “frame” where also the 
second order “V” could be understood as a product. 
For the first-order predicative case or dependent types, it is easy to check 
that Troelstra’s interpretation of types coincides with ours (cf. 5.1.4 and 
Troelstra, 1973, Section 4). As for the more challenging case, i.e., when 
quantification is over T, Girard and Troelstra suggested that Vt : T. T be 
interpreted as 
(Inter) n([Vt : T. T]~)WI iff for all A E PER, n( [[rj q[A/r])m, 
This interpretation was proved to be sound by interpreting typed terms 
after erasing all of the type information from them. Surprisingly enough, 
Moggi (1986) hinted that the intersection over PER is indeed a product, 
within Hyland’s Effective Topos. Proofs, in various settings, were then 
suggested by Rosolini and Scott, Hyland and Freyd, Curien and Longo 
(see Rosolini, 1986; Hyland, 1988; Longo, 1988). Theorem 53.1 below says 
that the intersection is isomorphic to a product when working in w-Set as 
the frame category. 
5.3.1. THEOREM. Let(A, t--,)EwSet be such that F-~ =w x A and let 
G: A + PER. Then [n,, A G(u)IPER g n,, A G(a) in PER. 
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Proof (Long0 and Moggi, 1988). Set S= nuaA G(a) and n = 
HI ut/, G(a)lm. Define Zso E PER[S, n] as follows: Let k be such that, 
for all n, m, k n m = n. Then, for n E dam(S), define 
Notice that k .n E dam(n), since VJ~ E A, nG(a)n and, hence, 
VaEA, Vm, qEu, k.n.rn G(a) k.n.9, as +,=wxA 
It is easy to see that the value of Zso(c) is independent of the representative 
of the equivalence class. Clearly, k E- ho. 
To show Zso is injective, suppose that m, n ~dom(S) and that 
In),+ {ml,. Th ere ore f there is an a~ A such that not m G(a) n. Therefore, 
not k.n.0 G(a) k.m.0, and thus not k.nnk.m. Hence Zso({n).)# 
Zso( {m},), so Is0 is injective. 
It only remains to show that Zso is surjective and that its inverse is 
realized by some natural number. Let m n m. By definition, 
VaeA, Vu, qEw, m u G(a) m . q, since +/, =w x A. (*) 
Take n = rn. 0. Then V’a E A, n G(a) n. We claim that Zso( {n}.y) = {k .n}n = 
{m}n. For this, it is sufficient to show that m n (k .n). But by (*), one has 
VaE A, Vu, m.u G(a) m.0. 
Thus, since for all q, k . n q = n = m . 0, 
Va E A, Vu, q, m.u G(a) k.n.9, 
so m n (k . n). Finally, take p such that for all m, p m = m ’ 0. Clearly p 
realizes Is0 ‘. 1 
Notice that in the proof above for (A, bA) = M,, if c = {n},, then 
@G(Wc))(a) = inlGc,,, see also 8c above. Indeed, when universally 
quantified types are interpreted as intersections, elements of these types are 
equivalence classes in the intersections, such as c. Then @,(Zso(c))(a) tells 
us how to apply c to (the interpretation of) a type a (and suggested by 8c 
and d above). In conclusion, Theorem 5.3.1 is needed if one wants to show 
that the Girard-Troelstra interpretation of second-order types as intersec- 
tion yields a model in the sense above (or as in Seely, 1987; see Hyland, 
1988; Asperti and Longo, 1989; Meseguer, 1989). Indeed, it shows that 
their suggested model may be turned into a satisfactory interpretation with 
no need to erase types from terms. However, while types have the same 
interpretation, terms need to be interpreted differently, thus preserving 
their intended meaning as (typed) polymorphic programs. 
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Remark. In the notation above, @,(Zso(c))(a) = {n}.(,, is the definition 
of “polymorphic” application in Moggi’s electronic mail message of 
February 1986, which suggested the various proofs of this simple but sur- 
prising fact. The result is relevant also for two more reasons that we have 
no space to discuss here. First, it gives an immediate understanding on 
how, under the assumptions in 5.3.1, the intersection of partial equivalence 
relations is (isomorphic to) their indexed product in Hyland’s topos-theoretic 
model, Eff, of IZF (see Hyland, 1988; Longo and Moggi, 1988; Ehrhard, 
1988; and Asperti and Longo, 1989, where the adjointness properties of 
this product are discussed). Second, it suggests an interesting foundational 
analysis, as the proof is based on the Uniformity Principle (UP, or the 
contrapositive of KSnig’s lemma), which is independent of IZF, but valid 
in Eff. The use of UP is implicit in the proof above, but the interested 
reader may recover it in the proof of the “surjectivity” of Zso (see Rosolini, 
1986 or Longo, 1988, for explicit discussions). 
6. PROBLEMS WITH BOUNDED FUN AND FUTURE WORK 
While the Modest model described above provides a sound interpreta- 
tion of the language, the model indicates some difficulties with the 
language. The following lemma provides an indication that Bounded Fun 
is either too stong or too weak (it is debatable which it is) to express 
important operations that would be expected in an object-oriented 
language. 
6.1. LEMMA. Let c be a type expression and q be an environment for the 
Modest model described above. Then [Qt < CJ. t + t] q contains only the inter- 
pretation of all (t < a). Ax : t. x, the restriction of the polymorphic identity 
function. 
Proof: Let h be in the domain of the per, n = [Qt d c. t --) t] q, and let 
B= [e] q. We claim that h acts as the polymorphic identity for all types 
d B. Now let m be in the dam(B) and let C, = {(m, m)}, representing the 
type with only one element, {m}B. Thus C, < B. By definition of the 
semantics of bounded quantification, h . n( C, -+ C,) h . n for all n (actually, 
8cd gives h . O(C, -+ C,)h .O; but this is the same by the definition of 
t--pER in M,). Then, by the definition of -+ on pers, it follows that for all 
p, q, if pC,q then (h .n .p) C,(h . n. q). Since C, only contains (m, m) this 
implies that (h .n . m) C,(h . n. m). But this can only happen if for all 
n,h.n.m=m. 
Since we can repeat this for all m E dom( B), it follows that for all n, h . n 
is the identity function on dam(B); namely, h = k. i, for an index i of the 
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identity function on dam(B). Thus for all C 6 B, and for all n, 
Wnl c-c= {i)c-+c represents the identity function on the type C. Thus 
{ h}A = [all (t < a). ix : t. x] q since our model is extensional. i 
This lemma shows that the Modest model contains no functions which 
can be used for polymorphic record updates. That is, suppose we wish to 
define: 
simpleeupdateel: Vt < (I: Integer). t -+ t 
which is intended to apply some uniform (polymorphic) operation to 
record component Z, while leaving the other portions of the record alone. 
Unfortunately, by the above lemma, the only such operation which is in 
the model (and hence is definable) is the (bounded) polymorphic identity 
function. (On the other hand, there are many functions with type 
t/t < (I : Integer). t + (I : Integer).) 
We can try to provide a somewhat more complex solution by deciding 
that rather than depending on a fixed update function, we might better 
supply the updateel function with another (polymorphic) function which is 
defined only on subtypes of the type of the Z-component. For example: 
update_Z:Vs.Vlt<{Z:s}.(Vuds.u-+u)+(t+t). 
Unfortunately, we run into the same problem here, since the type 
(Vu 6 s. u -+ u) contains only the (bounded) polymorphic identity function. 
It seems that the best we could do is to extend the type expressions by 
adding the expression r.Z if t 6 {I: S} for some type s. This expression 
would denote the type of the Z-component of the type t. We could then 
write: 
weaker-updateel: Vs. Vt < {I : s}. (t.Z -+ t.Z) + (t -+ f). 
Thus weaker-update-l takes a function which takes an argument of the 
same type as that of the Z-component of and returns an element of the 
same type. However, such a term does not provide as much parametric 
polymorphism since the functions supplied which operate on the various 
t.Z’s need not have any connection to any other. 
The fact that this model does not contain many polymorphic functions (at 
least in the types of the form V’t d 0. t -+ t), points out serious weaknesses 
in the expressibility of Bounded Fun. Since our model is sound, any term 
of these types which was expressible would have to be represented in the 
model. Since they are not represented, they must not be expressible. 
What is the problem? In a sense there are too many subtypes. The key 
to the proof of the above lemma was the fact that for every element of a 
type, that type has a subtype which contains only that element. As a result 
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since the polymorphic functions were required to take elements of any 
subtype back to that subtype, all elements had to be fixed, or in other 
words the polymorphic function had to behave as the identity. 
A possible solution to this problem is to restrict the notion of subtype to 
only “object-oriented’ subtype. After all, it is the “subset” types which seem 
to be causing us problems. While such a restriction might rule out subtypes 
such as char < string, integer 6 real, etc., it is not entirely clear that these 
are desirable subtypes. Efforts are underway by several researchers to revise 
the language and create richer models (e.g., see Cardelli and Longo, 1989). 
A promising alternative approach is to add a new construct to the 
language denoting extensions to record types. See Wand (1989) and 
Jategaonkar and Mitchell (1988) for variants on this approach. 
There is another more radical approach to the problem, which is to 
separate the notions of subtype and inheritance. Several authors (e.g., 
Liskov, 1988; Snyder, 1986) have argued recently that object-oriented 
programming involves (at least) two quite different notions: code reuse, 
and inheritance of representation. Code reuse depends on having functions 
of the same name and the same (parameterized) functionality in various 
types. For instance, the code from a quicksort can be applied to any type 
which supports a binary Boolean-valued operation on the type. (Of course, 
whether it behaves properly or even terminates depends on the meaning of 
these operations.) Thus code reuse (at least in the sense of object-oriented 
programming) depends only on the interface of the operations associated 
with the type (i.e., the signatures of the operations defined on the type). 
The semantics of these operations is irrelevant for type-checking. On the 
other hand, many uses of object-oriented programming depend on objects 
of a subtype inheriting the methods of a sypertype (although it is not 
atypical to redefine the inherited operations). 
In order to support this view of object-oriented programming, we would 
expect to throw away rule (sub), for type checking (the authors have 
always been uncomfortable with this rule anyway). When looking at types 
or modules, it is necessary only to look at the signature of the operations 
supported. We would then define g < 7 iff 0 supports the same (names of) 
operations as 7. However, objects of type cr cannot be treated as objects 
of type t. Subtyping thus becomes purely syntactic, having no semantic 
consequences. 
The notions of subtype and inheritance supported by most object- 
oriented languages include a combination of these syntactic and semantic 
properties. Elements of subtypes inherit operations whenever possible and 
convenient, but languages also allow the user to redefine operations when- 
ever desired (without affecting the relation of subtype). In these languages 
(e.g., Smalltalk), the representation of a subtype is inherited from the 
supertype, but there is no compelling reason for this. The abstract types of 
543fX7;1!2-16 
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Smalltalk lit into this view quite easily. These ideas remain to be worked 
out in detail, but we have hopes of providing a complete semantic 
specifidation of a language supporting these ideas. 
7. SUMMARY AND RELATION TO OTHER WORK 
In this paper we have given a formal semantics for the language Boun- 
ded Fun from CW, (1985), which supports both parametric and subtype 
polymorphism. (Subtype polymorphism is based on inheritance and might 
also be called structural polymorphism.) We have also shown how to use 
partial equivalence relations to model inheritance in this language, which 
supports the notion of subtype and record types. (Our language actually 
differs from theirs in some minor ways.) A generalization of partial equiv- 
alence relations, known as o-sets, were used in combination with modest 
sets (pers) to provide the first known model of Bounded Fun (with explicit 
polymorphism). The connections with previous work on the semantics of 
explicit parametric polymorphism, based on the Girard-Troelstra inter- 
pretation (e.g., Mitchell, 1986), is given by noting that the semantics of 
polymorphic types presented here (via dependent products) is isomorphic 
to that given by the intersection interpretation of polymorphism. 
Bainbridge et al. (1990) introduced the subcategory of PER, I, which 
contains the same objects as PER, but whose morphisms consist only of 
these from PER which are witnessed by an index of the identity function. 
These morphisms consist of exactly those functions of the form coerce BA, 
where A <B according to the definition in this paper. They show that every 
morphism in PER can be decomposed into an isomorphism followed by a 
morphism from I followed by another isomorphism, a very simple but 
surprising property of PER. The results in this paper were discovered 
independently of those results, which were not meant to understand 
subtyping and inheritance. 
We note here that an alternative model, according to the definition in 
Bruce et al. (1990), could be constructed using a subcategory of w-sets, 
called multi-modest sets, MM. Its objects have the property that if A is a 
multi-modest set and a, b E A such that n tA a and n tA b, then 
{H 1 n *A u} = {n 1 n +,+, b}. Notice that object M, of u-Set, which inter- 
nally represents PER and is given at the end of Section 5.1, is a multi- 
modest set. However, category-theoretical problems in embedding M as an 
internal category and constructing a right adjoint of the diagonal function 
led us to drop MM in favor of w-Set. Indeed, while the w-Set construction 
leads to a model in the sense of Seely (1986) (see Longo and Moggi, 1988, 
and Asperti and Longo, 1989, for details), this does not seem possible when 
using MM. 
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An entirely different model of Bounded Fun, based on the “interval 
semantics,” is given in Martini (1988). Martini’s model does not interpret 
dependent types and, thus, uses a different method to support record types. 
It does, however, interpret recursive definitions of functions. Following our 
work, Amadio (1988) investigates a variant of the modest model which 
interprets both records and recursive definitions of functions. 
An important issue is whether one can consistently extend Bounded Fun 
with “arbitrary” recursive definitions of data types (i.e., find a model for 
such extensions). Breazu-Tannen et al. (1989) have recently produced a 
technique for using arbitrary models of the second-order lambda calculus as 
models of Bounded Fun by encoding bounded quantification using explicit 
coercers. Their technique involves translating formulas of Bounded Fun 
into formulas of the second-order lambda calculus. Their translation is 
somewhat more complex than ours, resulting in translations of types as 
well as terms of Bounded Fun. However, since their translation allows 
them to interpret Bounded Fun in an arbitrary model of the second-order 
lambda calculus, they can interpret Bounded Fun in a model which 
provides solutions to recursive domain equations. We do not know how 
their translation into a second-order model based on PER relates to our 
model of Bounded Fun. As a matter of fact, further interesting variants of 
this model have been used in Amadio (1989) to interpret extensions of 
Bounded Fun which allow recursively defined types. Moreover, Amadio 
(1989) gives several informative ways to solve domain equations on his 
categories of pers and confirms by this the richness and flexibility of the 
PER based models (or, perhaps, the relevance of the underlying Effective 
Topos for understanding polymorphism and more). 
Finally, we note with interest the recent paper of Canning et al. (1989) 
which introduces an extension of Bounded Fun in which the expres- 
sion 5 in the formula all (t <r).e may contain t as a free variable. As 
demonstrated in the cited paper, this provides added expressibility in the 
language, capturing more programs of interest to the object-oriented com- 
munity. Interestingly, the PER semantics presented in this paper appear to 
also provide a sound semantic model for this new construct. 
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